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Documents without 
Borders
Dear International Organizations: 
Please Don’t Delete Your Data
Jim Church

In the US government-information community, domestic 
issues dominate the conversation, as they arguably should. Yet 

at times I feel discouraged at how little traction international 
issues receive—the situation is just as serious, if not more so, 
than with the US Federal Depository Library Program. Inter-
national organizations, including the United Nations, have 
been effectively ending depository programs and paywalling 
their publications, in spite of the UN Sustainable Development 
Goal 16, Target 10, to provide “access to information.”1 Inter-
national government data is likewise under duress. While the 
proliferation of online international data has resulted in tre-
mendous research gains, unless the data is deposited in trusted 
repositories and subjected to best practices, international orga-
nizations may alter or delete the data for a multitude of reasons. 
This is in fact what has happened. 

The Human Development Index
The United Nations Development Program’s (UNDP) Human 
Development Report is one of the UN’s great success stories. In 
1990 the inaugural issue was published in collaboration with 
Oxford University Press, and immediately attracted attention 
for its critical assessment of conventional development models 
and their reliance on GDP growth. Its most famous metric, the 
Human Development Index (HDI), was developed by Econo-
mist Mahbub ul Haq, a colleague of Amartya Sen who won the 
1998 Nobel Prize in the Economics. Sen wrote a paper on the 
HDI methodology which remains on the UNDP website. The 
premise of the index, which takes into account factors such as 
life expectancy, knowledge, and a decent standard of living, is 
one of human choice or “development as freedom.” As Sen says, 
“It is the lives people lead that is of intrinsic importance, not the 
commodities or income that they happen to possess.”2 

I use this data often, and in 2015 I was disturbed to notice 
that some of the annual data had vanished. From 1990 to 2010 
the online tabular data was only available in ten and five-year 
intervals, and finding the five-year data was difficult.3 Con-
cerned, I asked some colleagues: no-one knew. At a meeting at 
the Academic Council of the United Nations System in 2016, 
I attended a panel with representatives from the UN Statistics 

Division and the UNDP and asked about this. The UNDP rep-
resentative replied the annual data had been removed because 
of changes to the methodology. As it turns out, changes to the 
HDI have been numerous and well-documented by academ-
ics,4 with some stating the index is not comparable over time as 
a result.5 In the 2016 Human Development “Reader’s Guide” 
the UNDP admits as much and states, “the values and ranks 
presented in this Report are not comparable to those published 
in earlier editions” and refers users to the five-year tables.6 For a 
time, the only access to the annual data was through the statis-
tical tables in the print and online Human Development Reports.

These methodological changes may have been impor-
tant innovations. But what should concern us is the UNDP’s 
removal and revision of globally cited data because of new 
methodologies. Official government data should not simply be 
removed or overwritten: when revisions are necessary the obso-
lete data should be archived as discrete data files. Any method-
ological changes should be clearly specified in documentation 
that can be easily found.7 Ideally for each change there should 
be a specific dated version, with documentation, on a single 
webpage or directory. 

The annual HDI data has since resurfaced on the UNDP 
web site, it is not clear as to when the current annual data was 
revised, if users should consult the five-year intervals, or if the 
entire index is unreliable for chronicling historical develop-
ment trends. The only apparent way to construct the HDI over 
time is to consult the data in the annual yearbooks or to search 
the Internet Archive for prior data files. Because the UNDP 
often published their data via dynamically generated databases 
(which cannot yet be web archived) this can be a daunting task. 

The UNCTAD World Investment Directory and 
Country Profiles
In the 1990’s the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD) World Investment Report was the 
hottest international document around: it had data on For-
eign Direct Investment (FDI) at a time when the growth of 
international capital flows were taking off. Lesser known was 
the UNCTAD World Investment Directory, a series of regional 
volumes with more detailed bilateral FDI data: flows of direct 
investment data between two countries, at times by economic 
sector. Altogether there are ten World Investment Directories, 
but out of these only three are now available on the UNCTAD 
website. I have searched for the other seven editions and cannot 
locate them on any archive. This is unfortunate because two of 
these volumes were about Asia, which was attracting the most 
FDI at the time.
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Several years later, UNCTAD released a series of Invest-
ment Country Profiles with similar data. For these publications 
there is solid evidence of take-downs: the current site lists 24 
profiles published between 2011 and 2013,8 while on the Inter-
net Archive there are 124 of them.9 UNCTAD has apparently 
removed 100 out of 124 of these publications. The distinguish-
ing feature of the remaining ones seems to be their attractive 
tables and color covers. To make matters more confusing, 
UNCTAD now publishes a series of “General” and “Maritime” 
country profiles. These are not the same.

The Investment Country Profiles were not exactly best-sell-
ers. Typically between twenty to forty pages in length, they 
were mostly tables. But some of these little booklets included 
“FDI flows in the host economy, by geographical origin” for 
small developing economies. That is hard to find and of great 
interest to researchers working on country investment policies. 
Interestingly, UNCTAD now publishes a very useful series of 
“Bilateral FDI Statistics,”10 but users must download the data 
one country at a time on separate excel sheets. This data is not 
available on the main UNCTAD statistics portal, UNCTAD-
Stat, where most users will look. 

I cannot understand why UNCTAD keeps doing this. 
Their most interesting data disappears, only to pop up else-
where in formats that are difficult to find and use. This espe-
cially pains me because UNCTAD presents data on topics few 
governments acknowledge—“creative services” for example. 
UNCTAD also offers us an international economic counter-
culture distinguished from its more neoliberal brethren. In 
2014, the IMF and other governments implemented new guide-
lines for FDI data based on the sixth edition of the IMF Balance 
of Payments and International Investment Position Manual. The 
revised guidelines categorize FDI as assets and liabilities, not 
inward and outward investments, showing FDI flowing in and 
out of countries. This may make sense for budgetary analysis, 
but for policy-making the “directional principle” of investment 
is much more interesting and useful. Thankfully, UNCTAD 
still uses the prior methodology. More about this later.

The International Labour Organization: Laborsta 
and ILOSTAT
I was recently helping a student locate gender wage data for 
countries around the world.11 Surprisingly this is not easy to 
find: many countries distribute periodic labor surveys to deter-
mine wage/earnings levels, but it’s a tall order to compile these 
into one database facilitating cross-country comparisons. The 
International Labour Organization (ILO) has done an admi-
rable job of this. But in December 2013, the ILO implemented 
a new statistical data system, ILOSTAT, replacing the historic 

LABORSTA database. ILOSTAT is much better organized and 
documented, but I was puzzled because there were significant 
gaps in the data. Searching diligently for other sources, I finally 
looked at the Labor section of the UN Statistics Portal (UN 
Data). There we found the UN Statistics Division had archived 
much of the historic ILO data going back to the 1970s, and 
were able to find additional data.

This concerned me, so I wrote to the ILO to ask why 
there were gaps. The first thing they said was, “The data from 
LABORSTA are completely obsolete and should not be used” 
and they would write to the UN to check (the data is still there). 
They also noted, “a massive cleaning exercise was done when 
moving data from LABORSTA to ILOSTAT and this is why 
some data can be missing in ILOSTAT compared to the previ-
ous system.”12

I am sure the older data had problems. But this made 
me shudder. It first of all shows a serious lack of coordina-
tion between intergovernmental organization (IGO) statistical 
offices. Why did it take an academic librarian to notice this? 
Why is the current ILO data not on the UN web portal while 
the old data remains—evidently against the ILO’s wishes? Did 
the UN Statistics Division intentionally archive the data, or was 
this just inertia? None of us should feel good about either sce-
nario, but if it is the latter, here’s to inertia: we could never have 
found the older data without it. By all means fellow librarians, 
when our governments decide that data is “obsolete” archive 
it—or urge your institutions to do so. And going forward, IGO 
statisticians, please don’t undertake any massive cleanings of 
your data without archiving, publishing and documenting the 
prior versions. 

The IMF Balance of Payments Manual
In the entry for “Balance of Payments” in the first edition of 
the Concise Library of Economics and Liberty, economist Her-
bert Stein quipped “few subjects in economics have caused so 
much confusion—and so much groundless fear—in the past 
four hundred years as the thought that a country might have a 
deficit in its balance of payments.”13 This is amusing and still 
true. The Balance of Payments (BoP) is the record of all trans-
actions between residents of one country with another, includ-
ing direct investment abroad and international trade. Changes 
made to the way the BoP is calculated can dramatically alter its 
usefulness. In 2014, as noted above, some countries and Inter-
national Organizations adopted the revised IMF guidelines for 
the compilation of FDI data. The IMF now calculates on an 
asset/liability basis instead of the directional principle (inward 
or outward). As UNCTAD notes in the FDI information note 
on UNCTADStat: 
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While the presentation on an asset/liability basis 
is appropriate for macroeconomic analysis (i.e. the 
impact on the balance of payments), the presentation 
on directional principle is more appropriate to assist 
policymakers and government officials to formulate 
investment policies. This is because the presentation of 
the FDI data on directional basis reflects the direction 
of influence by the foreign direct investor underlying the 
direct investment.14 (author’s emphasis).

UNCTAD goes on to say that “the absence of information 
on FDI on the directional basis may even hamper policymakers 
from making appropriate decisions and formulating investment 
policies for development.”15 I am very glad, as I am sure others 
are as well, that UNCTAD continues to use the directional 
method.

The fear that powerful countries may exert a sinister polit-
ical influence on their direct investment recipients is a long-
standing one, at times leading to accusations of neocolonial-
ism: I leave that debate to the pundits and professors. But what 
concerns me is the online wiping of historical government data 
due to changes to statistical methodology. You cannot go to the 
IMF BoP online tabular data now and find a historical table 
for “Brazil—Direct Investment Abroad” or “Direct Investment 
in China.” It is now an asset or a liability. In order to docu-
ment when this happened, I consulted the print yearbooks: the 
change seems to have taken place in 2013, but the online data 
has been recalculated as far back as I can tell. If users want to 
access the historic data in tabular format (as opposed to PDFs) 
they need to use the historic IMF CDs or DVDs or a commer-
cial service such as IHS Global Insight. I hope I am wrong here 
and would love to be so proven, but I don’t think so.

Conclusion
Perhaps all this should not bother me, but it does: I hate it 
when online data just vanishes, or reappears with new names. 
It needs to stop. The best practice would be for IGOs to doc-
ument and explain changes to methodologies where users are 
likely to first encounter the data. IGOs should never delete 
renowned data cited by researchers the world over: in the inter-
est of reproducibility and transparency, the historical versions 
should be archived as discrete files, with dates and documenta-
tion for each version.16 A perusal of the practices undertaken 
by the Data verse Network, ICPSR, and other data archives, 
and spelled out in the Data Seal of Approval could serve as a 
first step to ensure that data created by international organiza-
tions17—not to mention national governments—remains both 
accessible and usable.
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